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About This Game

This isn't a story about the hero saving the day. The bad guys already won. This is about justice.
Return to the classic tactical shooter in VR

Game Modes:

Tutorial - Learn the game's controls and features

Campaign - Play through the story mode's 11 missions to acquire evidence against Monolith

VIP Hunt - Return to the scene to eliminate MSF VIPs

Game features
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Singleplayer VR with tactical gameplay which requires planned approaches and accuracy.

Objective based missions with randomized objective locations each playthrough to encourage replayability.

VIP Hunt missions with dynamic patrol route for VIP to encourage new search areas each playthrough

Receive orders at the start of your mission, choose weapons, attachments, get mission map and it is up to you how to
achieve your task.

Open maps allow you to make your way through the level based on your preferred approach.

Modern weaponry - An assortment of Assault Rifles, SMG's, Pistols, Shield
  - Manual reloading
  - Selectable fire modes (single, auto, burst) depending on weapon.
  - Attachments - Magnification scopes, Red Dot, Holo, Laser sights, and Offset rail mount.

Limited ammo means you gear up at mission start and must be resourceful until you come across a weapon stash in the
field.

Unlock missions as you play through the Campaign. Missions are available for replay any time after they are unlocked.

VIP missions are unlocked after the associated Campaign mission is completed.

Unlockables from completing missions:
  - Unlock main weapons and sidearms.
  - Unlock attachments.
  - Unlock vest and glove color varieties for your uniform.

4 Enemy difficulty settings for a variety of experience levels.

Main Menu area with Mission selection, post mission debriefing, and an indoor target range for testing unlocked
weapons.

Tutorial level provides a description of game features, an outdoor shooting range, and a mini mission for each of the
game modes (campaign and VIP Hunt) to get familiar with the game mechanics.

VR Options

Left/Right Handed option:
  - Choose dominant hand for weapons and control of movement

Movement (Locomotion) Options:
  - Default - Smooth Locomotion(traditional FPS/trackpad/stick) + Teleport(on menu button)
  - Optional - Snap Turn added to dominant hand + Smooth Locomotion(for front-facing setups)
  - Optional - Smooth Turn added to dominant hand + Smooth Locomotion(for front-facing setups, and those with iron
stomachs)
  - Optional - Teleport Only with ability to change facing direction using trackpad/stick(best for motion sensitive)

Hold/Click to Grab option

Background:
A lethal virus decimated the world's population over 3 years ago.
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It's apparent that Monolioth Corp was behind the spread of the disease, but because of the disorder left from the billions of lives
lost, governments and law enforcement are focusing on keeping order and supporting infrastructure instead of tracking down

those responsible.
The World Justice Organization has plans to use their limited resources to prove that Monolith was responsible and rally the

international community to bring them down.
Monolith's motives are unclear, but the series of events behind their plan will slowly come together.

You are a PRO, a Primary Retrieval Operator, who will use your set of unique skills to infiltrate the areas of operation, locate
the evidence and return it to be processed.

Standing between you and your objectives is the MSF, Monolith Security Forces, whose sole purpose is to protect the interests
of Monolith.

It's time for the world to see what they did and how they did it.
Libera iustitia. Gear up, PRO, and move out.
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Title: The Last Operator
Genre: Action
Developer:
Mean Mutt Interactive
Publisher:
Mean Mutt Interactive
Release Date: 5 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX970

Storage: 9 GB available space

Additional Notes: HTC Vive, Oculus Rift, front-facing controls available

English
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Kind of dissapointed but i still reccomend it.So far 2 major flaws first lack of online multiplayer and second no tutorial-
training.Some minor bugs but overall gameplay is good and enjoyable,prety relaxing little game to pass your time.If you like
soccer there is no chance you wont like this one although it still doesnt justify it's price.. Despite SWAT4 taking the eventual
crown of tactical coop game due to it's impressive ease of access and simple controls, in my opinion SWAT 3 is the truely
groundbraking achievement that to this day set the bar so high, modern titles can be measured by it's standards.
This is the best of the series, hands down, due to one thing that transforms SWAT series into the masterpiece - the AI. No other
game, not even Rainbow Six series has ever come CLOSE to the levels of proficiency squad AI presents under our command.
With every order given they move in formations, cover flanks and entry ways, as they ascend staircases, our servicemen use
proper procedures. They are so efficient, you could technically go through entire game just issuing them orders and not fire a
single shot yourself while doing so.
I remember people praising Hideo Kojima's MGS2 for 'emulating' realistic movements, authentic procedures, etc. while in
anything but cutscenes the AI seemed dumber then a bucket of gravel. Even the sequel to this series, SWAT 4 could not match
the excelence of SWAT3 in this regard. Rainbow Six's AI needed almost excessive handholding to get missions done right IF at
all.

The reason I'm seriously still going on about your team's AI is crucial, cause graphics are good for the time, that's given, sound,
map design, you surely have heard people praise those. But you have no idea what a game changer it is to have a TACTICAL
shooter, where you can TRUELY depend on your team! It's TEAM of professionals who ACT like Professionals and no other
game managed to convey that, not even most modern ARMAs or similar titles.
(I mean sure, there are some cases where pathfinding plays tricks on you, or some bug occurs and an operative can get stuck, but
those are rare cases - testament to this game's age rather than lack of effort)

If you want to play this game, go for Last Resort Mod Pack, it'll enhance your game even further.. This is such a relaxing puzzle
game. I'm familiar with this sort of puzzle genre from my time playing Link-A-Pix, so I was glad to see this kind of game on
Steam. Beautiful bgm, and pleasing UI. A lot of content, too: plenty of puzzles, a puzzle editor, and Steam Workshop support.
That's a lot of content for something this cheap.. Game takes some time to learn how things work.. Cool game, gives you a cool
retro feeling.

The gameplay is simple and nice and the fast phase of the game really pumps up your adrenaline.

. Hey... its free!. My arm hurts now.. Amazing game don't know how it's not a big hit. This is an oft overlooked classic, and
deserves a play. Designed on Sierra's AGI platform, players familiar with the original King's Quest, Space Quest, and Leisure
Suit Larry games from the 80s will feel right at home. The game offers replayability, as there are three different paths from
Brooklyn to Sacramento, each with its own unique challenges and puzzles to overcome. The designers also painstakingly went to
great lengths to include various points of historical detail about The United States as it was being formed, and the sacrifices
made and hardships endured by those who risked the journey across... granted, it's a work of pure fiction, but it paints a
believable picture, at least believable enough for an 80s adventure game to be immersive.

Well worth a play for the price.
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Most Tower Defense games are pretty straight-forward, often only having a few towers and/or few ways to beat the maps. DW2
has many viable tactics. You can endlessly invest in the many towers and even customize them by 'equipping' dropped items
(much like gear in Diablo2, and many other games since), and even adjust the difficulties of the maps (with higher difficulty
getting better rewards). This satisfies players who just want to advance and those who are looking for a challenge.

While the pixelated graphics are... dated, at best, the gameplay is quality. I'm quite impressed how, for example, units have
varying weight values, which lets little guys being easily flung around by your physics traps, while bigger ones stubbornly try to
resist those forces.

I'm pretty sure any fan of the Tower Defense genre will enjoy it.. absolutely unable to play crusader---game freezes going
beyond first screen. A simple, hardcore platformer.. had fun with it for a couple hours, then i got progressively more annoyed
with it.. Very fun and brilliant as a freebie Bomberman game. Would like the controls to be tweaked to mirror Bomberman
more as currently feels too inconsistent. Move a whole square rather than having to run through the square you're currently on to
the next and sometimes get stuck running at an angle. Looking forward to further updates and see where this game goes.. The
game sucks.... dis game sux but get it cuz it makes u luk lik u haz mor gamz
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